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The framing effect has far-reaching implications for our understanding of social psychology and intergroup behavior. In recent decades, the effect garnered considerable attention
in the fields of psychology, political science, and communication studies. Whether the effect
is demonstrated by repetitious news stories1 or in voting behavior,2 framing matters. It matters
for both theoretical and pragmatic reasons. We will make connections between framing and
politics as a way of illustrating the real world applicability of this effect. The practical relevance
of the framing effect is why effectively researching it is so crucial. The purpose of this paper is
to propose ways of improving framing research practices. To begin, we will define the framing
effect and provide some germane examples in order to clarify the concept.
In general, framing occurs when an issue is presented in such a way that certain features of a topic are made more salient than others; that is, one aspect of the situation tends
to standout over all other elements.3 For example, George W. Bush, the 43rd President of the
United States, frequently used the words “tax relief” once he got into office.4 By framing taxes
in this way he made salient their burdensome qualities. In effect, Bush argued, that by cutting
taxes a heavy boulder would be lifted off the shoulders of citizens. What a relief! With this approach to framing, the burden of taxes was made apparent while any sort of benefits coming
from them were ignored. The point is that by highlighting some parts of an issue and ignoring
others a new narrative is formed.
In the context of social and behavioral science research, a frame is “a central organizing idea or storyline that provides meaning to an unfolding strip of events weaving a connection among them. The frame suggests what the controversy is about, the essence of the issue”.5
Simply put, framing creates a storyline by telling us what an issue is fundamentally about. In
order to apply our definition of framing in a relevant way, let us briefly examine its role in the
2016 United States presidential race. The manner in which the leading candidates are depicted
exemplifies episodic framing. This type of framing occurs when specific instances, or episodes,
are highlighted over more broad facts and statistics.3 Episodic framing makes the storyline
about what someone said or did.
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For instance, the right-wing conservative Republican Party tends to focus on specific
instances in which Hillary Clinton, a Democratic candidate for the presidency “lied.” The leftwing Democratic Party emphasizes episodes in which Donald Trump says something “moronic” or comes off as “temperamentally unfit” to be president. Social media, talk radio, and
the 24-hour news cycle amplify these narratives. We suggest that these framing strategies will
influence the election by shaping people’s attitudes and the decisions they go on to make in the
voting booth. The use of (episodic) framing has the potential to profoundly shape the future
of America. For that reason, it is necessary to gain further understanding of the framing effect
and the psychological processes that give it such power. Having demonstrated the relevance of
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the framing effect, and defined it, we can now transition into our
central argument concerning research practices.
We propose the use of 4 research practices for furthering the study of framing. First, researchers should adopt an
approach that factors in the tremendous social and technological changes that have taken place over the last few decades.6
Second, those studying the framing effect must consider how
to design studies emphasizing both the cognitive and affective
components of framing.3,7 Third, researchers should pay particular attention to the durability of framing effects.1,8 Fourth, it is essential that researchers design experiments taking into consideration the external validity of their results.9,10 Ultimately, the goal
is to encourage research practices that give us a meaningful and
realistic understanding of social behavior in relation to framing.
In order to engage in these research practices, we must take into
consideration recent social and technological changes.
Research in communication studies has played a major role in furthering our understanding of the framing effect
because so much of the information we are exposed to comes
from the media. This media exposure invariably has a frame associated with it. Bennett and Iyengar6 argue that the theoretical
underpinnings of mass communications research are out of date;
that is, the foundational practices for this research were established at a time when it was hard to imagine technologies such
as the internet and smartphones. These technologies have serious implications for how people are exposed to media frames.
Tewksbury11 found that the internet lends itself to news outlets
attracting certain segments of the population. This has the effect
of fragmenting audiences such that readers and viewers receive
specialized presentations of news stories. For instance, the site
foxnews.com is a news outlet attracting a particular set of readers that is likely to be distinct from the readers of the satire site
theonion.com. Clearly, fragmentation of this kind could not exist
without the relatively recent proliferation of online news media.
In addition to audience fragmentation, there is a tendency for people to take in news that reinforces their ideological beliefs thereby creating an echo chamber.12 As a result, there
is increasing polarization of people’s ideological views. We are
much more polarized and fragmented in our media usage than
we were 40 years ago. Our practices for researching framing and
mass communications are still based on studies from when television and radio were all there was. We need to explore how the
framing effect has changed over the last decade with the now
widespread use of social media platforms, smartphones, and the
internet. Information and their accompanying frames are not
taken in like they used to be. Researchers must adapt. This will
entail incorporating both cognitive and affective components
into our study of framing.
In a study of episodic and thematic framing, Kimberly
Gross3 notes that there is little research on the affective basis for
framing as most of the research centers on its cognitive side. We
suggest that the metaphor of the brain as a computer13 leads us
Soc Behav Res Pract Open J
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to excessively emphasize the cognitive features of framing. This
causes us to make what neurologist Antonio Damasio13 calls
Descartes’ Error: Mistakenly believing or acting as though emotions and reason are separate. Of course, we know that affective
and cognitive processes are intertwined. However, it is a real
test of a researcher’s abilities to design studies with this in mind.
Consequently, we argue that it is very important to incorporate
emotions, and not just cognitive processes, in framing research
studies.
Indeed, Nabi7 found that emotions can act as frames in
and of themselves. Nabi points out that if someone experiences
an emotion such as fear, that person will process incoming information with escaping danger as the focus. For example, fear
tends to affect our behavior whether it is during the presentation of a speech or when making important life decisions. Notice
how with the emotion-as-frame approach both affective (fear)
and cognitive (differential information processing) components
are incorporated into the study. One specific suggestion for furthering an affective-cognitive approach would be to use surveys
such as the Cognitive Emotion Regulation Questionnaire.14
Surveys such as this are an efficient way of incorporating both
cognitive and affective dimensions into research design. Affective-cognitive surveys allow us to avoid the theoretical pitfall
of privileging cognition over emotion. Keep in mind that this
is just one of many pitfalls a researcher must avoid in studying
framing. The next one is essential if studies are to be of practical
importance.
Research on framing should be conducted with durability in mind.1,8 Given that policy opinions tend to be volatile, time is an important variable to include in our models.10
We may want to know if the framing effects actually last for a
significant amount of time or just fade into obscurity. The pitfall
here is not factoring in time. In other words, it is a mistake to
conduct research with a one-off frame exposure and measurement of the dependent variable. Exposure to a frame only one
time may be of little practical significance in terms of changing people’s attitudes or behaviors.15 For example, a person is
exposed to a frame then immediately forgets it because of an
abundance of technological distractions. In this situation, the
frame exposure is inconsequential because it lacks the necessary
durability to have behavioral ramifications. Accordingly, studies
that are designed to have a one-off frame exposure are questionable from the standpoint of pragmatism. Thankfully, there
are intriguing studies that have avoided the one-off mistake. For
instance, Lecheler, Keer, Schuck, and Hänggli1 found that political knowledge moderated the relationship between repeated
exposure to a frame and the durability of attitudes. People with
moderate knowledge of politics were most prone to having their
views changed in an enduring manner when repeatedly shown a
particular frame.
As an important side note, their use of a moderator, political knowledge, is a strength in their research design. When
moderators or mediators are included, results more accurately
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represent the complexity of psychological phenomena. In effect,
many factors contribute to framing so moderation and mediation
analyses are necessary at times. Researchers may shy away from
the inclusion of these variables because it makes the theoretical justification for their designs more difficult. Furthermore, the
statistical analysis is substantially more complex when moderators and mediators are included. Researchers may be prone to
excluding these variables from their models because factoring
them in is a hassle. In the final analysis however, research must
be done is such a way that attempts doing justice to the world in
all its complexity. Failing to do so makes results in framing research suffer from a lack of external validity. This is problematic
because framing studies should be conducted in as externally
valid a manner as possible.9,10
Let us consider some practical suggestions for enhancing the external validity of framing studies. Chong and Druckman15 argue that participants should be exposed to competing
frames on an issue. For example, show participants a frame in
favor of farm subsidies and another against them. These two
frames, in favor and against, are competing with one another to
define the “essence of the issue”.5 We are regularly exposed to
competing frames in this manner; just turn on the nightly news
to watch an endless stream of it. These competing frames may be
diametrically opposed to your stance on an issue. For instance,
you might find yourself gravitating towards those favoring one
particular political candidate. Inevitably, you would hear about
another candidate you do not like from a relative on your Facebook newsfeed. This example demonstrates that exposure to
competing frames is a part of the fast-paced information age we
live in.
Indeed, the information age has led many of us to be in
a constant state of distraction.16 On this point, Kinder9 criticizes
framing studies for guaranteeing that participants are directly
exposed to frames. This type of direct exposure is uncommon in
everyday life. Realistically, given the widespread use of modern
communication technologies, people are in a rather passive and
distracted state when they take in frames. Consider that even
the mere presence of a cell phone has a unique ability to distract us.17,18 The smartphone is an innovation that has changed
the manner in which we are exposed to frames. This connects
with Bennet and Iyengar’s6 argument that the theoretical underpinnings of framing research have fallen behind changes in
technology. Researchers may conduct studies with low external
validity because their theoretical assumptions are derived from
a (technological) environment that no longer exists. With these
misguided assumptions, one cannot help but question our supposed knowledge of framing effects.
We may have misrepresented the framing effect because of experimental manipulations lacking in external validity.
In framing research, participants typically read texts describing
how one rationally justifies their stance on an issue.9 In other
words, the frames used in manipulations are cognitively oriented
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and logical. This has its place, but we must not forget that framing can take on a multitude of forms. Kinder notes that framing
includes “metaphors, exemplars, catchphrases, visual images,
rhetorical flourishes, and justifications through appeals to principle”.9 These approaches lend themselves well to more emotionally oriented appeals. Given the excessive emphasis placed
on the cognitive components of framing, it comes as no surprise
that these approaches have received little attention despite their
ubiquity. Ultimately, our experimental manipulations need to
more closely match the wide variety of frames used in mass
communications. In doing so we will help realize what has been
the goal of this paper, to advance framing research practices.
To make our case for improving framing research practices we stressed social and technological changes, research
emphasizing cognitive and affective components, durability,
and external validity. Indeed, there are many other commendable research practices. However, these four are most relevant
and salient to us. They standout because we see them as especially crucial for understanding the fascinating phenomena that
is framing. Even beyond its intrigue, we can see how framing is
a vital construct to understand. Consider, for example, our constant exposure to frames throughout the day and the inextricable
connection between information and frames. Notice that it is difficult, if not impossible, to present information without highlighting some elements over others. The act of including information
necessitates exclusion of other information. Therefore, frames
cannot help but be ubiquitous and have an unceasing impact on
the psyche. In our opinion, this is the strongest theoretical argument for the importance of framing research. There is also the
more concrete and practical observation that framing is a strategic part of the United States presidential race. In sum, framing is eminently relevant to politics and social behavior, while
remaining a profound construct from a theoretical standpoint.
In light of this, not conducting methodologically sound framing
research would mean to miss out on understanding a construct
more meaningful than we give it credit for.
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